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USASPEC PA11-HOND2 iPod™ ADAPTER 
FOR HONDA 

Comparison Chart 
 

Music Link vs. PA11-HON2 

Music Link PA11-HON2 
Only works in Playlist Mode-- A large check mark 
appears on the iPod screen and control of the iPod is 
possible using the radio buttons 

Works in both Playlist mode-- HONDA OK TO 
DISCONNECT, appears on the iPod screen, or switch 
it to Direct Mode—iPod screen returns to normal and 
controlling the iPod is possible using the iPod click 
wheel  

You cannot operate the iPod using its controls (click 
Wheel, etc). It can only be operated using your 
Vehicle’s audio system controls. 
 

In Direct Mode, use the click wheel—all functions 
using the iPod buttons are retained, plus Track 
Up/Down, FF/REW from the radio buttons or steering 
wheel audio controls 

Your vehicle charges the iPod battery when the 
Ignition switch is in the ON (II) or ACC (I) position. It 
does not charge the iPod when the ignition switch is 
In the LOCK (0) position. 
 

Your vehicle charges the iPod battery when the 
ignition switch is in the ON (II) or ACC (I) position. 
And will continue charging for up to one hour after 
the iPod is paused to prevent car battery drain. 

Music Link uses the auxiliary audio and CD changer 
commands on your audio system to control iPod 
functions. Each disc number (1–6) corresponds with a 
play mode/category in Music Link. 

The PA11-HON2 in PLAYLIST MODE uses the CD 
changer commands on your audio system to control 
iPod functions. Each disc number (1–6) corresponds 
with a playlist on your iPod. 

The steering wheel audio controls (if equipped) may 
not operate or may have limited operation when 
using Music Link. 

The steering wheel audio controls (if equipped) will 
allow track up/down, FF, REW when using PA11-
HOND2 

It is not necessary to eject any CDs in the CD 
player/changer or disconnect an accessory from the 
auxiliary jack to use Music Link. Press the CD/AUX 
(or XM/AUX) button to toggle between the CD 
player/changer, auxiliary jack, and Music Link. 

It is not necessary to eject any CDs in the CD 
player/changer or disconnect an accessory from the 
auxiliary jack to use PA11-HON2. Press the CD/AUX 
(or XM/AUX) button to toggle between the CD 
player/changer, auxiliary jack, and PA11-HON2 

Does not recognize empty playlists. Do not recognize empty playlists (in Playlist mode) 
Does not have an additional audio connection AUX audio input for DVD, SAT radio, Walkman, 

MP3 Player etc—you can connect the iPod + another 
audio device for crystal clear audio on the Honda 
radio. 

Display or artist name, song name is not supported Display or artist name, song name is not supported 
Compatible with 4th generation or later iPod, iPod 
mini, iPod U2, Special Edition, or iPod nano®.  Music 
Link cannot be used with iPod shuffle or G1 and G2 
(10G/15G) iPods 
 

Compatible with 3rd generation or later iPod, iPod 
mini, iPod U2 Special Edition, iPod nano, iPod Video 
PA11-HOND2 cannot be used with iPod shuffle or 
G1 and G2 (10G/15G) iPods 
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